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Abstract: Most of the modern social media allow users to upload their text-tagged and geo-tagged photos. This
socially generated textual and geo-tagged metadata of photos can be used to extract useful information for
analysis. Most of these photos are publically available and hence their metadata is easily accessible. This paper
presents a framework for the measurement of location popularity using the metadata of publically available
social media photos. A location is considered more popular if most unique visitors have uploaded a high
number of photos of that particular location. Statistics of places popularity are presented for the year 2012 and
some interesting analysis are also made at the end of the paper. The seasonal effect on the popularity of places
is also demonstrated.
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INTRODUCTION tagged as public. The metadata of these publically

In tourism, tourists often face problems of Applications Programming Interface (APIs). These photos
uncertainty when they are searching for locations of their are usually time-stamped at the posting time. Furthermore,
interest which they have not visited in the past. As most these photos are tagged with geographical information
of the time, tourism is performed in random and unfamiliar such as latitude and longitude and textual metadata such
environment; some prior information regarding different as title and description. This metadata of the photos can
tourist spots could be really handy for the tourists. This be analyzed to extract useful analysis about the popularity
information could be provided in two ways: (1) explicitly of Locations of Interest (LOI).
providing the statistical data in hard printed form, or This paper analyzes the metadata of photos that are
making it available online on the Internet and (2) mining publically available on Flickr [1] to find out the popularity
tourist places information from the already-available data of some tourist locations in Pakistan. The popularity is
on the  Internet.  The proposed research falls in the estimated based on a simple principle: A location is
second  category.  Being  a  developing  country  and considered more popular if more unique visitors have
having lack of resources: funds, Internet availability etc., posted more photos of that location.
limited data is available related to tourist spots in The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section
Pakistan. Hence this research focuses to extract useful 2 surveys related work from the literature, Section 3 gives
information from the publically available data on social an overview of the Flickr API, Section 4 explains the
media, for tourists. structure of the database tables for storing different

The social media websites like Flickr  [1]  allow  users parameters of the photos for analysis, Section 5 presents
to upload their text-tagged and geo-tagged photos. The the algorithm for the popularity measurement of LOI,
users can mark their photos as public or private while Section 6 presents a case study and Section 7 concludes
uploading. Usually, most of the uploaded photos are the paper with future work directions.

available social media photos can be accessed using
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Related Work: In the past, planning for a journey was a organize  search  results  based  on  textual  features  of
difficult task. The tourists had to rely on travel books,
tour blogs, transportation websites etc. to get information
about unknown locations that they wanted  to  visit for
the first time. All of these information sources had
disadvantages. 

Tourists need information about their locations of
interest as tourism activity is generally performed in
unfamiliar environments. They know little about the
location that they visit for the first time and want to get
more and more information about the popularity of the
locations that they want to visit in their journey. For this
reason, there has been an extensive research in mining of
social media data and providing useful information to
tourists.

Our work is closely related to the research work
carried out in the field of image processing and mining
knowledge from Flicker photo tags. These tags can be
mined to extract useful information about locations of
interest like: the season in which these locations were
visited frequently, the visitor’s experiences at these
locations etc. Much research work has been done in this
field to support tourism (3, 19). 

Choudhury et al. [2] used a two-step approach to
construct travel itineraries from the geo-tagged data. In
the first step, the individual user’s photos are gathered.
These  photos  provide  some  important  information
such as the location of the visitor, the time spent by the
visitor at  a particular location and the travelling time
between two locations. In the second step, these photos
are aggregated into a Point of Interest (POI) graph. The
travel itineraries are then constructed from this graph,
based on the popularity of the POI.

Clough et al. [3] discussed the use of search query
results known as concept hierarchies. It is an approach
that automatically organizes a set of documents, which is
based on a set of concepts that are derived from these
documents to retrieve images. Clough et al. [3] used this
approach for the retrieval of images. He used text based
searching on textual metadata e.g. title and description
associated with images, to retrieve images for research
analysis. When tourists take some photos at a location,
they add some title to the photo that is semantically
related to that location. The title and description of these
photos give some information about the location where
the photos were taken. This method has shown to be an
effective method of image searching [3]. To enhance such
systems, various research works have been carried  out to

the images [3, 4]. The search results are organized by
grouping images into similar and dissimilar classes.

The modern social media websites have enabled the
users to associate tags and other textual information to
the photos they want to upload. The extraction of this
location information can be improved by relating
semantics to the free-form tags [4]. Information can also
be inferred from external domains by using the
semantically related tags. Particularly, binding the location
and time meta data with photos help in finding location
and event information like the name of the location, the
time and date the photo was taken etc. Laere et al. [5]
used a two steps approach to find out where a given
photo was taken by using the tags that the user has
assigned to a given photo. Firstly, the area that contains
the geographic location of the photos is found by using
the language modeling approach. Secondly, the exact and
accurate location is determined within the area that is
believed to be the true area. In Flickr, these tags and other
textual information are provided by the owner of the
photo. These tags help in images retrieval in future [5]. 

The social media online applications are becoming
necessary for the promotion of tourism. Location photos
which are shared on these social web sites represent and
describe these locations. One can guess the beauty of a
location by viewing the location photos on the social
media web sites. Eynard et al. [6] used a novel method of
generating location profiles in the form of vectors of Flickr
geo-referenced photo tags provided by the users. These
location profiles are then used to find similarity of
locations in terms of the distance between similar vectors.
Kennedy et al. [7] used both the content and context
based tools to generate photos that represent features of
the location and landmarks. For this purpose, they used
location and other metadata, as well as tags that are
associated with the photos and the visual features of the
photos. They presented a method to extract tags that
represent the landmarks. Jaffe et al. [8] used a framework
for collecting a set of photos automatically from a set of
large collection of photos that are geo referenced. They
presented an algorithm which is based on spatial patterns
in these photo sets. Crandall et al. [9] organized a dataset
of about 35 million geo-tagged photos from Flickr. They
combined the content analysis which was based on text
tags and photos data with a geospatial data based
structural analysis. They found that the visual features of
the photos can improve the location estimation as
compared to the textual data of the photos.
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The people attributes like gender can be detected Zheng et al. [11, 16] analyzed the travel patterns of
from the photos textual contents [10]. These people
attributes are very informative in the recommendation of
travel. Cheng et al. [10] focused on travel suggestions for
visitors by using the publically available photos. They
considered particular user properties such as age, gender
and race to perform travel suggestions. They mined the
photo logs and people properties in photo contents and
found that these properties of people give information
that is effective in travel recommendations.

Zheng et al. [11] used Internet photos of the tour
destination to analyze travel patterns of the people. This
analysis was focused on two aspects: (1) the patterns of
movement of the tourist in relation to the LOI and (2)
topological properties of travel paths by different tourists.
For this purpose, they created a database of travel paths
from a large collection of geo-tagged Internet photos.
Markov chain model was used to predict tourist traffic
movement among different LOIs. Snavely et al. [12] used
two algorithms namely structure-from-motion and image-
based rendering to work on images that are downloadable
as a result of keyword based search. They named this
approach as Photo Tourism and used these algorithms to
create a 3D model of the world’s most important locations.
Simon et al. [13] has worked on the problem of
summarization of a scene using the visual content of the
images of the scene. This visual summary of the scene
shows the most important and interesting aspect of a
given scene. 

In Flickr, some of the images don’t have text tags like
title. Such images have these tags in other photos of the
same locations. So an automatic image annotation is
required to solve this problem for effective searching of
Flickr photos. To solve this problem, Hsieh et al. [14]
proposed automatic photo annotation by searching over
user contributed photo sites like Flickr. They proposed
that the text tags of the Flickr photos that are visually
similar can be used for the image that have no text tags.
They observed that these tags are very rare and contain
unnecessary data. To solve these challenges, they
proposed a solution in three steps: (1) They introduced a
method for the expansion of user contributed tags that are
rare, (2) improved the estimation of tag relevance by using
the visual similarity between the labeled and unlabeled
images and (3) improved the tag semantic consistence
among candidate tags. Kisilevich et al. [15] presented a
framework, in which they demonstrated a method for
exploring visual features of attractive areas. They argued
that a location is attractive if a large number of users have
taken many photos at that location. 

people by using online photos. They created a database
of travel paths from GPS tagged photos. They mined
these travel paths to find regions of attraction (ROA).
From this analysis, they found flow of traffic of tourists
among various ROAs using Markov chain model. Zheng
et al. [17] found interesting locations and travel
sequences using GPS trajectories in a particular geo-
spatial region. Firstly, they modeled histories of multiple
individual locations with a hierarchal tree based graph.
Secondly, they proposed Hypertext Induced Topic Search
based inference model that related an individual to a
location by using the proposed algorithm. The model
inferred a location of interest by considering three factors:
(1) location interest depends on the number of visitors as
well as their travel feelings, (2) these location interest and
travel feelings are related and (3) location interest and the
travel feelings are related to a particular region. Thirdly,
they mined the travel sequences of locations by
considering the travel feelings of travelers and the
locations interest. 

Kennedy et al. [18] used two approaches i.e. a
location-driven approach and a tag-driven approach to
extract metadata information from Flickr photos dataset. In
the first approach, they generated a knowledge base of
photo tags for different areas of the world. In the second
approach, they extracted location and event information
for Flickr tags, based on patterns of tags metadata. From
these patterns of tags and metadata, they collected
photos of geographically related locations.

The field of computer vision has enabled the
researchers to get geographic information of a location
from the images that were taken at that location [19]. Hays
et al. [19] proposed an algorithm based on using a data
driven scene matching approach to estimate distribution
over geographical locations. They used GPS tagged
online photos for this purpose. The location that is
estimated from the GPS tagged photos is represented as
a probability distribution over the surface of the Earth.
Zheng et al. [20] carried out a survey on the recent
research work done on the online geo referenced photos.
Their survey focused on four aspects: (1) browsing and
organizing geo referenced data, (2) mining semantic
information from the geo referenced data, (3) finding
landmarks from the geo referenced data and (4) finding
geographic location of the photo.

All of these research works have their advantages
and disadvantages. In most of these research works, GPS
device logs and smart phones have been used to collect
tourist information. Our research work is based on the
Flickr API. The API is freely available and can be used to
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mine tourist’s photos information to extract useful e.g. public and private.
analysis results. Our research work is based on the C bbox: Specifies the Bounding Box of the area whose
cheapest method of using the metadata of publically photos are searched.
available social media photos to find the popularity of C accuracy: Specifies accuracy level of the location
tourist’s locations of interest while other methods are information.
using GPS and smartphone devices to find popularity of C safe_search: Specifies settings for the safe search.
a location. content_typ: Specifies the type of content to be

The Flickr API: Flickr is one of the most widely used C machine_tags: Specifies the machine tags of the
photos management and sharing web sites in the world. photos.
It provides its own APIs for uploading and accessing C machine_tag_mode: Specifies whether to return all
photos database and related information of photos. (AND) or any (OR) combination of tags.
Yahoo Query Language (YQL) [21] can also be used to C group_id: Specifies the id of the group whose pool is
access photos information. The API is free for non- to be searched.
commercial use. For commercial use, a prior arrangement C contacts: Specifies the caller contacts e.g. friends,
is necessary. Flickr supports Simple Object Access family.
Protocol (SOAP), Extensible Markup Language-Remote C woe_id: It is a 32 bit identifier that uniquely
Procedure Call (XML-RPC) and Representational State represents a spatial area.
Transfer (REST) formats for request and supports C place_id: Shows the Flickr place id whose photos are
Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP), JavaScript Object Notation to be searched.
(JSON), XML-RPC, SOAP and REST formats for response. C media: Specifies the type of data to be searched, e.g.
Flickr provides a large number of functions for photos, videos.
management of photos and places information. In this C has_geo: Specifies whether the photo has been geo-
research work, we have used the following functionalities tagged or not.
for accessing photos and locations information: C geo_context: Specifies the context of the geo-tagged

Flickr Photos Search: This function returns a list of C lat: Specifies the latitude of the location whose
photos matching some criteria provided by the user in the photos are searched.
input arguments. It returns the publically accessible C lon: Specifies the longitude of the location whose
photos to the user. The private photos are accessible photos are searched.
through authenticated ‘read’ permission call to the photos C radius: Specifies the radius of the location in
using the API. kilometers whose photos are searched.

These arguments are given as input to the search C radius_units: Specifies the unit of measure of the
function: radius.

C api_key: The user application API key. search.
C user_id: The Flickr user id of the user whose photos C in_gallery: Specifies the scope of the search to the

are searched. gallery photos.
C tags: A list of tags. C extras: Specifies the extra information to be returned
C tag_mod: Specifies whether to return all (AND) or e.g. description, date_upload, date_taken etc.

any (OR) combination of tags. C per_page: Specifies the number of photos to be
C text: Search term to search the photos. returned per page.
C min_upload_date: The minimum upload date of C page: Specifies the page to be displayed. Default is

photos. the first page.
C max_upload_date: The maximum upload date of

photos. The following arguments have been used in this
C min_taken_date: The minimum taken date of photos. research work.
C max_taken_date: The maximum taken date of photos. C api_key, tags, text, min_upload_date,
C license: The license id for photos. max_upload_date, min_taken_date, max_taken_date,
C sort: The returned photos sort order. sort, privacy_filter, content_type, media, radius,
C privacy_filter: Specifies the privacy level of photos radius_units, per_page, page.

returned e.g. photos, videos.

photos e.g. indoor, outdoor.

C is_commons: Specifies the scope of the photos
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Fig. 1: Sample XML Response from Flickr API

Fig. 2: Sample XML Response from Flickr API

Fig. 1 shows a sample XML response from the Database     for       Storing       Photo    Information:
flickr.photos.search function. MySQL database has been used to store photos

Flickr.photos.getinfo:   This   function   is   used  to information  for  analysis  and  finding  location
get   all   the   information   of   a   given   photo.  The popularity. The research analysis results have also been
photo  id  of  the  photo  whose  information  is  required stored in the database. Our database has the following
is  given  as  input  argument.  The  photo  information four tables:
e.g. photo user id, description, title etc. are returned.
Detailed   information   of   these  function  are  available C wp_rs_places: id, place_name, place_id, woe_id,
in  the  API  documentation  of  Flickr.  Fig.  2  shows  a latitude, longitude, woe_name. 
sample XML response from the flickr.photos.getinfo C wp_rs_photos: id, place_id, photo_id, owner_id, title,
function. taken_date, upload_date.
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C wp_rs_location_photos: id, place_id, no_of_photos, C userID=get userID through flickr.photos.getInfo by
no_of_visitors. passing the photoID as the photo id

C wp_rs_monthly_photos: id, place_id, month, if (posted Date>=minPostedDate AND posted Date<=max
no_of_photos, no_of_visitors. Posted Date) 

Popularity Measurement: Our proposed algorithm is If (userID not exist already)
based  on  the  principle  that  if  a  user  has  posted  Increment LOIVisitors by 1;
photos of a location then it suggests that most probably End if
he or she has visited that location. This algorithm works End if
as follow: End foreach

First, we retrieve photos of a location from Flickr and
then location name, posted date and owner id is searched LOIPhotos are the number of photos posted by users
for each photo using the photo id. Following is the and LOIVisitors are the number of unique visitors of an
pseudo code of the proposed algorithm that finds LOI. A location with greater number of photos posted by
popularity of a location. unique visitors is considered more popular as compared

C Input: LOI
C Output: Number of photos and unique visitors of Case Study: Eight locations of interest from Pakistan were

LOI. selected as a case study for the proposed popularity
C minPostedDate = startDateOfAYear measurement algorithm. These eight locations (Badshahi
C maxPostedDate = endDateOfAYear Mosque, Shalimar Gardens, Faisal Mosque, Kaghan
C LOIPhotos = 0 Valley, Murree, Kalam, Nathiagali and Pakistan
C LOIVisitors = 0 Monument) are among the most visited locations by the
C totalPhotos = Total photos retrieved at step 1 visitors in Pakistan. The geo-mapped position of these
C foreach photoID in Photo IDs of LOI locations is shown in Fig. 3.
C LOIName = get LOI name through Table 1 shows the number of unique users who have

flickr.photos.getInfo by passing the photoID as the uploaded the photos of these places in the year 2012. The
photo id top locations in the table are the most popular locations

C postedDate= get postedDate through while the bottom locations are less popular. Fig. 4 gives a
flickr.photos.getInfo by passing the photoID as the further visualization of the data in Table 1 in the form of a
photo id bar graph.

Increment LOIPhotos by 1;

to another location.

Fig. 3: Geo-mapped positions of the selected locations
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Table 1: Locations popularity measurements based on visitors

LOI Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Visitors

Murree 26 31 17 20 14 16 23 101 19 31 19 22 339
Badshashi Mosque 8 20 16 23 20 12 12 78 12 15 18 16 250
Shalimar Gardens 2 4 5 6 12 6 6 35 9 10 8 7 110
Kaghan 3 1 5 0 4 6 19 34 9 6 7 4 98
Faisal Mosque 2 6 4 3 3 3 2 25 1 4 4 8 65
Pakistan Monument 3 3 2 3 5 4 3 13 2 5 0 3 46
Nathia Gali 4 2 6 3 3 3 5 10 5 1 3 0 45
Kalam 0 0 1 2 5 5 3 13 4 5 3 3 44
Total Visitors 48 67 56 60 66 55 73 309 61 77 62 63 997

Fig. 4: Monthly popularity graph of locations

Fig. 5: Seasonal popularity graph of locations

Following are some interesting analyses that can be high altitude (7,516 ft) above sea level, it experiences
derived from the following table. pleasant summers.

C Kalam was the least popular location for the year
C Murree is the most popular location in Pakistan in 2012. This could possibly be due to its remote

terms of the number of photos posted by the visitors location and the poor law and order situation in the
in the year 2012. Most probable reason for this area.
popularity could be the ease of accessibility and
adjacency with the country capital city. The results obtained in Table 1 were further

C The highest number of photos was posted in the categorized into seasons to see how the number of
month of August, possibly due to the Eid festival in visitors varies in each season. We have divided the year
this month in the year 2012. Another reason may be into three seasons namely winter, spring and summer and
that the weather in Pakistan is very hot in summers found the number of unique visitors for each season for
especially from July to August and as Murree is at a each  location.  The winter season comprises November,
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December, January and February; the spring season 6. Eynard,  D.,  A.  Inversini  and  L.  Gentile,  2012.
comprises March, April, Finding   similar   destinations   with  Flickr  geotags.

May and June; and the summer season comprises In Proc. of ACM Symposium on Applied Computing,
July, August, September and October. Fig. 5 shows the pp: 733-736.
seasonal popularity of selected places. This seasonal 7. Kennedy,     L.     and    M.    Naaman,   2008.
analysis could help the new visitors deciding whether Generating diverse and representative image search
they should visit a particular place in a particular season results for landmarks. In Proc. of ACM Conference
or not. The figure also shows that Murree is the most on World Wide Web, pp: 297-306.
visited location in summer. It is possibly due to its cold 8. Jaffe, A., M. Naaman, T. Tassa and M. Davis, 2006.
atmosphere in summer season. This is the best location in Generating    summaries    for   large   collections   of
the area and it attracts most number of visitors during this geo-referenced photographs. In Proc. of ACM
season. Workshop   on   multimedia    information   retrieval,

CONCLUSIONS 9. Crandall,   D.,   L.   Backstrom,  D.  Huttenlocher  and

This research work presented a technique for In Proc. of ACM Conference on World Wide Web,
tourist’s spots popularity measurement [22-24]. It used pp: 761-770.
the metadata of photos that are available online and can 10. Cheng,  A.,    Y.    Chen,   Y.    Huang,   W.H.   Hsu
be accessed publically using the Flickr API. We and H.M. Liao, 2011. Personalized travel
calculated the number of photos posted by tourists to recommendation by mining people attributes from
find popularity of a location. The data was further community-contributed photos. In Proc. of ACM
categorized into seasons to analyze the seasonal effects Conference on Multimedia, pp: 83-92.
on the number of visitors of a particular place. 11. Zheng, Y., Z. Zha and T. Chua, 2012. Mining travel

In  future,  this  research  can  be  extended  to patterns from geo-tagged photos. ACM Trans.
include  visual   features  along  with  the  textual  and Intelligent Systems and Technology (TIST), 3(3): 56.
geo-tagged features, to exclude the wrongly tagged 12. Snavely, N., S.M. Seitz and R. Szeliski, 2007.
photos and hence improve the accuracy of the proposed Modeling the world from internet photo collections.
scheme. Journal of Computer Vision, 80(2): 189-210.
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